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	Title: Rose Care for Summer and Fall 
	Author: by Anne Skinner, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: The Tulare/Kings Master Gardeners have a Train the Trainer activity at the Ralph Moore Garden and at the Tulare County Courthouse on the third Wednesday of the month from March through November.  The public is always welcome to stop by to ask questions and see what we do.Our primary activity this time of year is deadheading the roses.  Deadheading is the removal of dead blooms from the roses during the growing season.  The cut is made about 1/4" above the first outwardly facing five leaflet leaf.  On a well established plant, the cut can be made lower on the stem to insure the new cane can support the weight of the blooms.  Removal of spent rose blossoms allows the plant to conserve energy and leads to further flower production.  To cut blooms for an arrangement, use the same guidelines.  Landscape or carpet roses do not need to be deadheaded.A general clean up around the plant of dead leaves reduces pest and disease problems.  Removal of suckers, canes growing from the base of the plant below the graft union, is important to maintain the variety of rose you purchased.  Suckers are shoots that grow from the root stock that the hybrid tea has been grafted onto.  You can usually distinguish them from the desired canes.  They are a different color cane from the rest of the plant and are usually very vigorous.  Breaking the suckers off at the base of the plant, as opposed to cutting them off with a pruner, reduces their ability to grow back quickly.  Removal of any dead canes and overly long canes keeps the plant healthy and looking groomed.The Ralph Moore Garden is primarily miniature roses, but does have tree roses and an arbor with a climbing rose.  Miniature roses refers to the size of the bloom, the plant size may vary from one foot tall to four feet tall.  The roses are mainly deadheaded the same, except if they are in a dense hedge, in which case a hedge trimmer may be used to facilitate the process.  Tree roses should have long, trailing stems shortened, as they are prone to breakage.The Courthouse roses include hybrid teas, floribunda, grandiflora, miniatures and a climbing rose.  Hybrid teas are classic roses with one large blossom at the end of each flowering stem.  They bloom profusely in spring, then continue to sporadically blossom until frost, punctuated with another flourish of bloom as the fall weather arrives.  Floribundas are smaller than a hybrid tea in flower size and plant height.  The blooms tend to be in bunches as opposed to individual flowers.  Grandifloras produce large quantities of flowers all summer long; the clusters of blossoms provide masses of color on a large plant, often 8-10 feet in height.
	Page 2: A crucial activity during our Valley summer months is monitoring the watering of the rose bushes.  After the big spring bloom the bushes normally reduce their quantity of blooms, due to the energy this requires from the plant and in response to the summer heat.  There should not be significant loss of leaves unless there is a problem.  Common problems include too little or too much water.  Roses tolerate our dry climate quite well and are grown commercially by the major bare root rose production suppliers in Bakersfield and Wasco.  These roses are sold throughout the US.  Drip irrigation works particularly well, as the foliage often will block overhead watering.  Gophers, voles and squirrels will chew the drip lines to obtain water, so monitoring the plants regularly for water stress is important.  Mulching around the plants, but not covering the crown of the plant, will reduce water loss to evaporation and reduce weed growth.The rose garden provides pleasant working conditions for summer's other chore- weeding.  (Just beware of the thorns!)  It is important to keep the weeds down as they consume water, reduce air flow and can harbor plant pests.  If herbicides are used for weed control, there is always the risk of damage to the rose shrub from overspray of the herbicide or use of granular forms close to the roses.Roses do need fertilizing for plant health and bloom.  Too much nitrogen may shift the plant toward more vegetative growth at the expense of bloom.  Application of a slow release fertilizer, special rose fertilizers, or composted steer manure in spring and fall provides nutrients for the major bloom spurts.  Check the label on the fertilizer product for the optimal temperature range at the time of application.  Fertilizers applied in hot weather, such as over 85 degrees, can further stress the plant and actually burn the leaves.  Once the rose garden chores are completed, the most important task is to step away from the garden and look at what you have accomplished.  After pruning and tending the plants up close, I am always delighted to see the garden all trimmed and beautiful.
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